Scalable brewery
solutions made to
fit your brewery’s
needs, now and
in the future

VICINITYBREW.COM

BREWHOUSE
CELLAR
PACKAGING
QUALITY
SCHEDULING
ACCOUNTING
CUSTOMER SERVICE
DISTRIBUTION
PURCHASING
REPORTING

WHY?
Vicinity delivers a
management system that
grows with your business.
From QuickBooks to
Microsoft Dynamics.
We are committed to
providing a valuable,
feature-rich solution at an
affordable price.

And that’s just the beginning. Our sole focus is on the unique
issues of brewers. Go ahead, put us to the test.

Take a look
at 17 more
reasons
you need
to consider
Vicinity.

1. INVENTORY CONTROL
Record the usage of
ingredients against a log as you
consume them, even before a log
is completed. Gain visibility into
your inventory flow, and
compare logs to pinpoint and
correct variances.
2. PRODUCTION SCHEDULING
Visualize the production schedule
via calendar or Gantt Chart.
Manipulate start and stop dates
and reassign to available
equipment with drag and drop
functionality.
3. AUTOMATED BROP/TTB
REPORTING
Streamline the authoring of
Brewers Report of Operation
(BROP), eliminating the labor and
costs involved in consolidation
data. Prodcution is tracked and
categorized as it is entered into
the system. Once done, the BROP
can be generated on demand by
authorized users within
Vicinity, your ERP system or over
the Internet.

4. SCALEABLE
ACCOUNTING PLATFORMS
Stay on QuickBooks and
connect Vicinity’s robust
production feature set, or
integrate Vicinity with
Microsoft Dynamics.
With an interchangable financial
backend, VIcinity is a scalable
software solution. Sharing CRM,
inventory, sales and purchasing
data rounds out Vicinity to be a
world class ERP solution.
5. ACTUAL COSTING
Track all production costs to a
log, including ingredients, labor,
machine costs, and factors in
yield. The result is a comprehensive cost per barrel produced
on each log.
6. CENTRALIZED
RECIPE MANAGEMENT
View recipe management as
integral to your operation rather
than an afterthought. Pilot
brews can be segregated from
production formulas to ensure
experimental formulas do not
make their way into production.
Each recipe can be assigned its
own set of searchable attributes,
so users can quickly find the
recipe needed.
7. COMPLEX PROCESSES
Define your processes the way
you operate, rather than adjusting your records to fit system
standards. This flexibility allows
Vicinity to easily support processes from creating multiple
packaged items from a single
brite tank, tank blending, and
barrel aging.

8. COMPREHENSIVE
PRODUCTION
PLANNING/MRP
Dramatically reduce investment
in safety stock without the risk of
coming up short. By assisting in
developing and maintaining
production schedules, we help
increase scheduling accuracy and
reduce inventory levels.
9. SUPPORT FOR MULTISITE OR ALTERNATING
PROPRIETORSHIP
Schedule brews and
develop capacity plans that reach
across all facilities. Easily report
production activity by location to
comply with TTB requirements.
10. YEAST GENEOLOGY
Create yeast records and track
as by-products to target and tag
strains of yeast pitched through
various batches while collecting
data such as strain, and flocculation rates.
11. PILOT BREW TRACKING
Maintain R&D projects including
formula comparison, search and
costing. Centralize the process of
developing and selecting
recipies to acheive a flavor
profile.
12. HOSTED IN THE CLOUD
No need for servers on
premise. Vicinity can be hosted in
the cloud reducing investment in
hardware and software costs
on upgrades.
Software Fit For Fermentation.

13. PROPOSED COST ANALYSIS
Review potential cost changes
to formulas for finished goods
by maintaining a “Proposed Cost
Schedule”. As material costs are
anticipated, get ahead of the
curve by revaluing production
costs using these anticipated
material costs. A perfect tool for
analysing hop contracts.
14. QUALITY
Track QC test results at every
stage of the brewing
process, from inbound materials, brews in process, cellar and
packaging for a complete profile
of ingredient notes, daily tank
checks and more.
15. SIMPLIFIED CONTROL
SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Stream data to other systems,
with instant insight into actual
production results on-hand in
real-time. Whether the system
is a simple handheld, brewhouse
system or sophisticated PLC,
Vicinity has you covered.

16. POWERFUL
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
VicinityView allows a user
to query data in real time by
selecting columns and filtering
rows without programming or
report writing. Sorting,
grouping and totaling are all
powered by drag and drop
technology. All data can be
exported to Excel for further
presentation.
17. ACCESS TO THIRD PARTY
SOFTWARE INTEGRATIONS
Connect to leading applications
to enhance your brewing
operations. Vicinity offers
established integrations with a
growing list of specialized
software vendors in the
brewing industry, including:
SkuBrain, MicroStar,
ShipCompliant and more.

TO LEARN MORE
VISIT US AT

VICINITYBREW.COM

At VicinityBrew, we know beer. We created Vicinity, a
brewery management software solution that provides
structure, support, and scalability to your business.
By implementing Vicinity, you can eliminate outdated,
basic, or multiple disjointed systems, and focus on the
business of making better beer.
We understand your brewery’s production pain
points and designed Vicinity to alleviate them. The
flexibility of our software system is what makes it so
valuable to your daily operations. Vicinity eliminates
time-consuming recipe conversions, provides quick
and painless batch processing to ease your reporting
requirements, gives you enhanced visibility to eliminate
inventory blind spots, and much more.
Vicinity is a popular solution for breweries because we
deliver a management system that grows with your
business. From QuickBooks to Microsoft Dynamics, we
are compatible with a variety of accounting platforms
allowing you to choose the best fit for your brewery’s
needs, now and in the future. We are committed
to providing a valuable, feature-rich solution at an
affordable price, so that it is accessible to businesses at
any stage of growth.
At VicinityBrew, we offer implementations and
upgrades adapted to suit your needs, responsive
ongoing technical support, and accessible expertlevel business consultation. We are here to solve your
operational challenges, however simple or complex
they may be.
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